
vLex Canada
vLex Canada Premium provides highly person-
alized access to edited and raw caselaw and 
the Canadian Legal Bookshelf, which includes 
the full Maritime Law Book (MLB) collection 
and a curated selection from the Essentials of 
Canadian Law Series published by Irwin Law, all 
using powerful tools and advanced technolo-
gies to deliver topical search and intelligent 
recommendation.

The only place to research Canadian case 
law alongside a growing collection of law 
journals, secondary sources and a dozen 
core legal texts from the Irwin Law Essen-
tials of Canadian Law series.

THE CANADIAN LEGAL BOOKSHELF
- Dig deeper, learn more and go beyond free 
sources
- Annotate, highlight, build folders and tie 
your case research to your secondary 
source research

GO BEYOND FREE SOURCES

- Explore the relationships among the cases 
in your history to uncover related cases 
you've missed
- Filter your personal graph by court, 
timeline or even zero in on a particular day 
in your history

PERSONAL GRAPH - YOUR HISTORY, 
VISUALIZED!

Explore U.S. and global case law in the 
same platform, and with the same tools by 
expanding your access beyond Canada

GATEWAY TO THE WORLD

Your World of Legal Intelligence

- Case law from all courts outside Quebec - 
updated daily
- Rich headnotes and topic digests from 
MLB National and Provincial Reporter series 
dating back to 1969

AN EXTENSIVE AND GROWING CASE 
LAW COLLECTION

The only place to research Canadian case 
law alongside a growing collection of law 
journals, secondary sources and a dozen 
core legal texts from the Irwin Law Essen-
tials of Canadian Law series.

TOPIC-BASED SEARCH AND INTEL-
LIGENT RECOMMENDATIONS



Over 15+ plug and play integrations (SFX, 
MetaLib, EndNote, EBSCO Discovery, etc.)

IP Access & SSO options

Transparency of usage data with COUNTER 
compliance statistics

vLex Chrome Add-on: automatically enrich 
all pages you visit with links & 
cross-references to the vLex platform.

PROACTIVE PARTNER FOR LIBRARIES
Our intuitive interface flattens the learning 
curve and accelerates your success

Save, label, share highlight and take notes 
as you go

EASY TO USE!

vLex - Your World of Legal Intelligence - vlex.com
vLex Canada in association with Compass (formerly Maritime Law Book), Suite 140, 555 Legget Drive, Ottawa, ON K2K 2X3 + 1-800-561-0220 

To learn more, visit vlex.com/p/vlex-canada/ or contact sales@compass.law Twitter: @vlexCanada Facebook:@vLexCanada

We are a multicultural team across three continents, working tirelessly to source, 
organize, and apply analytical tools to the law so that our users can work 

smarter, better and faster. vLex leverages one of the largest collections of legal 
information in the world with a platform powered by A.I. that understands the 

law and gets smarter with every click.

Our mission is to access and deliver the 
world's legal knowledge, one country at a time. 

About vLex 

Legal ranking that takes into 
account the network of citations, 

the recency of the material and the 
issuer's precedence within the 

legal system

Social and personal ranking of 
search results, based on past 

behavior of similar users

Side by side comparison of 
updated versions of documents 
(such as statutes or draft bills) 

ensure that you catch the change 
that matters

Open new research opportunities 
with a multilingual search 

interface and automated parallel 
translation of search results and 

full text documents

vLex Triple Check: Triple validation 
provided by legal experts, vLex's 

users feedback and authority check 
powered by vCite Citator

Natural language search that 
understands legal topics using a 

neural network


